
HOW TO WRITE A BUSINESS PLAN SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

This outline for a social enterprise business plan is a guide for research, planning , and writing a business plan for
nonprofit social enterprises.

Will you be buying stock or leasing premises? The point is not even to have a plan. B corps are corporations
that are for-profit, but go through a certification process administered by the independent third party nonprofit
B Lab , to be able to publicly demonstrate that their business is focused on a social mission. Certification as a
B Corp is available globally, and there are currently certified B corps in 34 countries worldwide. MB: So
many! Answer the questions and you will have a deep understanding of your new social enterprise. Do you
have any specific training or qualifications that are relevant to the social enterprise proposition? SGG: Who
should write a business plan? Business plan 3. The point is to go through the planning process so that you
avoid at least the most basic pitfalls. Of course, there are also ways to form both a for-profit and a nonprofit
arm of the same venture. Are they individuals or businesses? Include details of past employment that is
relevant to the social enterprise proposition. Use statistics and reports to supplement your business vision. The
first and most common definition is the following: A thorough, researched document describing in great detail
a business idea typically, though not exclusively, before it launches and including cited sources and
appendices. Case in point: A professional prepares the business plan for you, but then your projections change.
Here you could also outline how you are going to measure your impact for the social problem your business
aims to solve. Trying to get out of writing a business plan by creating a PowerPoint deck. Because of this, the
structure of a social enterprise can vary. B corp Outdoor wear company Patagonia is a certified B corp. MB:
Nine times out of ten, founders should write their own business plans, and if they get someone else to do it,
they should make sure to engage that person pretty consistently. MB: I tend to advise entrepreneurs to first
figure out how their business will work, and then pick the legal structure that best accommodates it, rather
than the other way around. They end up compounding their mistake by asking key potential contributors to
help when their ideas are really bad. Given that of all existing U.


